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15.5

Intelligent Data Analysis in Global Monitoring for Environment and Security

Datamininganalysisenvironment"PaGaNe"

The authors of this chapter form an international joint research group that work out a design of a
data mining analysis environment called "PaGaNe". It contains variety of data mining algorithms,
suchasassociationruleminers,classassociationrule(CAR)algorithms,etc.[Mitovetal,2009a/b].
The main specificity of PaGaNe is using of the advantages of multiͲdimensional numbered
informationspaces[Markov,2004],givenbytheaccessmethodArM32,suchas:

 thepossibilitytobuildgrowingspacehierarchiesofinformationelements;

 the great power for building interconnections between information elements stored in the
informationbase;
 thepossibilitytochangesearchingwithdirectaddressinginwellͲstructuredtasks.

The PaGaNe approach is a successor of the main ideas of GPN, such as hierarchical structuring of
memorythatallowsreflectingthestructureofcomposinginstancesandgenderͲspeciesconnections
naturally, convenience for performing different operations of associative search. The recognition is
basedonreducedsearchinthemultiͲdimensionalinformationspacehierarchies.
Animportantideaoftheapproaches,usedinPaGaNe,isreplacingthesymbolvaluesoftheobjects'
features with integer numbers of the elements of corresponding ordered sets. This way each
instance or pattern can be represented by a vector of integer values, which may be used as
coͲordinateaddressincorrespondedmultiͲdimensionalinformationspace.
Here we will stop our attention on MPGN algorithm (abbreviation from "MultiͲlayer Pyramidal
Growing Networks of information spaces"), which is kind of CAR algorithm that use advantages of
numbered information spaces in order to overcome bottlenecks of exponential growth of
combinationsbetweenpatternsinthetrainingstage,aswellasquicklyfindingthepotentialanswer
intherecognitionstage.Themaingoalistoextendthepossibilitiesofnetworkstructuresbyusinga
specialkindofmultiͲlayermemorystructurescalled"pyramids",whichpermitsdefiningandrealizing
ofnewopportunities.

15.6

CARalgorithmMPGN

15.6.1 Codingconvention
Usuallyinclassificationtasksrectangulardatasetsareused,everyoneofwhichisasetofinstances
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an } . Because in the rectangular data sets the positions of class and

attributes are fixed, the instances are written as vectors, which contains only values of attributes:
R (c, a1 ,..., an ) .
Every instance has the same quantity of attributes, but some of the values may be omitted. First
attributeistheclassattributedenoted c ;otherattributesareinputattributes,denoted ak .
Attribute positions of a given instance, which can take arbitrary values from the attribute domain,
aredenotedas"Ͳ".
Thuseachinstance(record)ispresentedas: R (c, a1 ,..., an ) ;where n isthenumberofattributes
(featurespacedimension), c  N ; ak  N or ak

" " , k  [1,..., n] .

